
Swim with the Sun.
A pool is a wonderful investment in family fun. 
And the fun starts with the Sun, which is why  
solar pool heating makes so much sense.

After winter, the Sun’s warmth draws everyone  
to the pool. But water doesn’t warm as quickly  
as air so you feel like swimming but the pool is  
just too cool.

And you may wait a month or more for the  
Sun to warm the pool to an acceptable level.   
Then, at the end of summer, the weaker Sun  
will allow the pool to cool a month or more  
before your family is ready to stop swimming.  

With Sunbather solar you will:
Start swimming months earlier and finish months later each year. 
And start earlier each day and swim long into the evening.

Catch the sun for free!
A solar system captures the warmth of the Sun 
by running the pool water through a collection  
of thin, flexible tubes called a solar collector.

It allows you to swim in comfort in spring and 
autumn. It can even be run in reverse in the  
hottest months to cool the pool over night. 
The result is much more time spent enjoying 
your investment.

That’s more months each year and more hours  
each day.  A solar system makes early morning  
swims a delight and late night pool parties or  
quiet family BBQs are an added bonus.

The choice is yours!
Using the Sun’s energy not only makes solar the 
most environmentally responsible pool heating  
option, it’s also by far the cheapest.

It’s also the longest lasting with few moving parts  
to break down or wear out. It’s simple to install  
and it doesn’t take up valuable plant room space. 

And with Sunbather solar, you even get a choice  
of colours to match your roof.

Solar?   

It’s the right choice and it’s your choice.

Swimming months with solar heating

Swimming months without solar heating
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Brett Blair
Call Jim's Pool Care for
your FREE Quote  131546

Brett Blair



